Surplus is alive and well in Ohio. While urban decay and redevelopment has displaced radio row in New York and other big cities, the business seems to be flourishing in smaller towns such as Dayton. The Dayton Hamvention, last spring, had a flea market that covered two acres. Most of the wares were surplus and business was flourishing.

It is not only during a one-day hamfest that surplus sales do well in Dayton. That medium-sized city supports four surplus dealers, three of them full-time, and apparently growing, and another operating part-time.

We were welcomed particularly warmly by Dayton Electronic Surplus, 1001 East 2nd Street. Chubby, the proprietor, helped me locate some surplus items he didn't have in stock at the time, and showed me some interesting parts for my Command Set collection. Like most of the new breed of surplus houses, the retail end of the business is heavily in components, rather than complete receivers, transmitters, etc. Dayton Surplus had a good supply, at low prices, of the Korean war-vintage gray Command Sets.

Mendelson's Electronics, a few blocks away, also specializes heavily in components, spread out in bins in a large warehouse. I did not find anyone in at Research Equipment Co., 1731 Springfield St., and Mr. Littell, of Engineering Associates, was out of town.

Dayton is fueled of course by the big Wright-Patterson Air Force Base complex. With shipping becoming ever more costly, I am finding the best surplus sources are close to the military bases which generate the material, rather than in downtown, crime-ridden cities. I visited Tallen Electronics, 300 Seventh St., Brooklyn, N.Y., and found that the proprietor, Tom Allen, was getting ready to sell out and retire. One of his problems was his location, in a New York slum where small children extort quarters in "protection money" or toss rocks at the employees.

The change in the surplus market involves the urban problem, redevelopment, such as the World Trade Center which displaced Radio Row in New York, and the simple problem of age. The proprietors who went into surplus in its heyday in 1946, are a quarter-century older now, and are thinking of retiring. At the same time surplus has moved into a class of over-specialized equipment such as computers and radar, which are not usable in their original configuration.

The result is a new crop of surplus dealers, specializing in components, new or pull-outs, or in aircraft parts, test gear, or military equipment, used by U.S. Military allies. The World War II surplus is going fast—better grab the last drags while you can. There are no more Command Sets being made!

One of the left-overs from 1944 that is being disposed of by the military now is the AN/CRT-3, the familiar "Gibson Girl" emergency liferaft transmitter. This set has been standard equipment in emergency gear for nearly 30 years, but has been superseded recently by solid-state transceivers of greater range and less weight, so batches of the Gibson Girl (from the shape) are being sold now. I make no suggestions as to the usefulness of this set, but it has attracted some interest.

The AN/CRT-3 is the latest version of the SCR-278, which was a British copy of the German N.S. 2 Notsender, captured in the English Channel in 1941. Bendix Radio built the U.S. copy about the time of Pearl Harbor, so that downed airmen could crank out an automatic distress signal.

The CRT-3 puts out either a 500 kHz signal, that being one of the international distress frequencies, or on the 8364 kHz emergency channel, (others include 121.5 and 243 MHz). Earlier models of the Gibson Girl had a frequency of 8220 kHz.

The mechanism of the set switches automatically from the 500 kHz signal to 8364 kHz every 45 seconds. The lower frequency is 1000 Hz tone-modulated; the higher frequency is c.w. Both are keyed with "S O S" plus a long dash.

Cranking the set is something of a chore. I always wondered how long a downed airman could keep it going as he became weaker and weaker with hunger or thirst. Must be despera-


The AN/CRT-3 "Gibson Girl" emergency transmitter. Adapted from the German N.S. 2 "Notsender," in 1941, it gets its name from the curvaceous shape, designed to be easily held between the knees of a downed airman who is furiously cranking the power generator.
BRAND NEW FREQ-SHIFT TTY MONITOR:
NAVY OCT-3: FM Receiver type, freq. range 1 to 26 MHz in 4 bands cont. tuning. Crystal calib. Reads up to 1500 Hz deviation on built-in VTFM. Cost $1100.00 each! In original box with instruc. book & conf. FOB Marquita, CA. Shpg. wt 110 lbs. Min. signal needed: 15mv..............49.50
HIGH-SENSITIVITY WIDE-BAND RECEIVER COMMUNICATIONS BUG DETECTION
SPECTRUM STUDIES
38-1000 MHz AN/ALR-5: Consists of brand new tuner/converter CV-253/ALR in original factory pack and an exc. used checked OK & grid main receiver R-144 modified for 120 v./50/60 Hz. The tuner covers the range in 4 bands; each band has its own Type N Ant. input. Packed with each tuner is the factory inspector's checkout sheet. The one we opened showed a sensitivity of 0.05 mV at 38.4 mHz, 0.1 mV at 33 mHz, 5 at 538 mHz, 4% at 778 mHz, 7 at 1 GHz. The receiver is actually a 30 MHz IF ampl. with all that follows, including a diode meter for relative signal strength; an attenuator calibrated in 6 db steps to -74db, followed by an AVC position; Pan., Video & AF outputs; switch select pass of 2500 kHz or 2 MHz, and SELECT AM or FM. With handbook & pwr. input plug, all only...........378.00
CV-253 Converter only, good used, w/book..............98.50
We have SP-600-JX, R-390, WRR-2 RECEIVERS. Ask!
REGUL. PWR SPLY FOR COMMAND, LM, ETC.
PP-106/U: Metered. Knob-adjustable 90-270 v. up to 80 ma; also select an AC of 6.5, 9.1 or 12.6 v. 2% A or 28 v 2%A.
With mating output plug & all tech. cata. Shpg. wt 50 lbs. ..........................19.50
BARGAINS WHICH THE ABOVE WILL POWER:
LM-42*: Freq. Meter: 125-20 mHz, 0.1% CW or AM, with serial-matched calib. book, tech. data, mating plug. ..........................37.50
TS-323 Freq. Meter: 20-480 mHz, 0.01%...............49.50
R23A/ARC5 Command QS'er 190-350 kHz, exc cond.16.95
ARC-R15 (MIL-R-509) Command, 108-135 kHz, New17.50
NEMS-CLARKE 1670 FM recvr 55-260 MHz, like new 275.00
WWV Recv/Comparator 2% - 20 mHz with scope....250.00
Empire Devices NF-114 RFI meter is a red-hot receiver from 150 kHz to 80 mHz......................295.00

Attention! Buyers, Engineers, Advanced Technicians: We have the best test-equipment & oscilloscope inventory in the country, so ask for your needs. don't ask for an overall catalog...we also buy, so tell us what you have. Price it.
R. E. GOODHEART Co., Inc.
Box 1220 GC, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213
Phone: Area Code 213, Office 272-5707

PLEASE USE YOUR ZIP CODE NUMBER ON ALL CORRESPONDENCE

CASH PAID......FAST!
For your unused TUBES, Semiconductors, RECEIVERS, VAC. VARIABLES, Test Equipment, ETC. Fair Dealings since 1938. Write or call now! Barry, W2LNI.
BARRY ELECTRONICS, 512 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10012. (212-WA5-7000) (We buy factory termination & from individuals).

WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICE FOR ELECTRON TUBES & SEMICONDUCTORS IMMEDIATE PAYMENT ON UNUSED TUBES
H & L ASSOCIATES
ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK
ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07208
(201) 381-4200

The following is a continuation of my Surplus Dealers' directory, which I plan to run each
LIBERTY PAYS MORE!!

WILL BUY FOR CASH
ALL TYPES

• ELECTRON TUBES
• SEMICONDUCTORS

WILL BUY FOR CASH
ALL TYPES

• Military Electronic Equipment
• Test Equipment

WIRE, WRITE, PHONE COLLECT! WE PAY FREIGHT ON ALL PURCHASES

Liberty Electronics, Inc.
548 Broadway, New York, New York 10012, Phone 212-925-6000

month as long as new addresses continue to come in:

California:
Mountain View, 94040, Haltek Electronics, 1690 Plymouth Ave.
El Cerrito, 94530, R.T.T.Y. Electronics, Box 655, phone 527-4847, mainly Teletype.
North Hollywood, 91609, Columbia Electronics, Box 9266, 7360 Atoll Ave.
Norwalk, 90650, Vern’s Electronics Surplus, 12159-61 E. Front St., Mostly new surplus parts, some aircraft, few complete sets.
Sacramento, 95825, Selectronics, 1912 Fulton Ave.
Inglewood, 90301, H & K Sales, 815 W. Arbor Vitae, Box 254. Primarily excess industrial electronic components.
Sacramento, 95276, Sacramento Surplus Sales, 4801 Hedge Ave., general surplus.
Sacramento, 95813, Metro Aero-Tron, Box 15436, airborne equipment, test sets, components.
Culver City, 90230, Airborne Sales Co., 8501 Stellar Dr. Chiefly aircraft parts.
Arcadia, 91006, Aircraft & Component Equipment, Box 134, 25 N. Fourth Ave. Chiefly airborne parts.
Los Angeles, 90024, ARS Electronics, 616

WANTS TO BUY
All types of military electronics equipment and parts. Call collect for cash offer.

SPACE ELECTRONICS division of MILITARY ELECTRONICS CORP.
76 Brookside Drive, Upper Saddle River
New Jersey 07458 / (201) 327-7640.

TELETYPE - RIBBONS - TOROIDS
Lowest prices anywhere!

88 mph TOROIDS 30/810. ppd. —
Fresh RITTY Ribbons 2/23/50 pppd.
MACHINES - GEARS - SUPPLIES - TAPE

Stamp for CATALOG VAN W2DLT 302 Y PASSAIC AVE STIRLING, N J 07980

TV-7/U ELECTRON TUBE TESTER
PORTABLE DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TYPE

Used to test and measure the performance capabilities, and to determine the rejection limits for Electron Tubes used in Receivers, low power Transmitters, and in many other electronic equipment. The tests made are for dynamic mutual conductance, emission, shorts, gas, noise, continuity, pilot lamp, etc. Test sockets are for rectal, grid, A, B, C, 7 pin, Norval 9, 7 pin miniature, sub-min. rd and flat, acorn, etc. With special adapters THAT ARE OPTIONAL: 829, 832, 2C39 and sub-min. tubes with long leads also can be tested.

Power required: 115 Volt 50 to 1000 cycles. Tube test data charts, test leads and pin straighteners for 7 and 9 pin are included. Size: 6 ½ x 8 ½ x 15 ½.

Wt: 20 lbs. PRICES: Used, servicable $19.95. Checked $25.00. Adapter for 2C39 $5.00; for 829/832 $5.00; for sub-min Ig lead $3.00. Prices FOB Lima.

Dept. CO — SEND NOW FOR NEW CATALOG

FAIR RADIO SALES
P. O. Box 1105 — LIMA, OHIO - 45802
I
A Unit of Ex· Cell ·O Co rpo ra ti o n

Holmy Ave., tubes, test sets, airborne communications gear.
Sun Valley, 91352, Kal Nelson Aviation, 8124 San Fernando Rd. Chiefly aircraft electronics.
Massachusetts:
Wilmington, 01887, Marshall Associates, 121 Main St., machinery and electronics.
Brockton, 02402, Materials Recycling Inc., all sorts of surplus.

USA-CA [from page 86]
Casablanca returned. No reply to mail sent to the Anchorage Radio Club, P.O. Box 211, Anchorage regarding their Alaskan DX Club Award. The RSGB Certificate Manager (HF) is Charles R. Emery, G5GH, Westbury End, Finmere, Buckingham, England. RSGB Certificate Manager (VHF) is Jack Hum, G5UM, 27 Ingarsby Lane, Houghton-on-the-Hill, Leicester LE79JJ, England.

I am sure you all had a wonderful time at the ICHN Convention Peoria, Ill., I will gladly pass along data on it for those unable to attend, as soon as I get it.

Remember write, tell me. How was your month? 73, Ed’ W2GT.

Adjusting and Cleaning Speed Keys [from page 37] times. You’d be amazed by the number of hams who use this method. If you’re in a hurry, the flip-up cover of a matchbook works equally well instead of the bond.

If the contacts look so badly pitted and burned that they seem beyond repair, try this approach: instead of bond paper, use in order (a) fine emery paper, (b) a fine finishing paper, such as “Wetordry,” (c) a crocus cloth, and finally, (d) the bond paper.

For removing any leftover debris from polishing, moisten a swab stick in ordinary rubbing alcohol and clean the areas thoroughly. From this point on, the easiest trick to keep your bug clean is to put a dust cover over it when it’s not in use.